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This paper argues that in the age of the Anthropocene, when secular and scientific discourses of environmentalism have not made significant impact, and have even generated denials, we must explore how religiosity and environmentalism can merge and join paths. In this endeavour, we cannot restrict ourselves to studies of religious texts and scriptures, the dominant approach today. For religious traditions are not mere texts, but historical interpretations of texts, and texts cannot stand in for religious practices, which draw upon non-literate and embodied traditions. How is it that a “resistant text” such as the Bible, was able to generate environmental action, but the many environmentally-friendly Asian religious traditions have yet to live up to their rich ecological promise? Our exploration calls for the ethnographic method, in search of how ordinary people have understood religious teachings and merged religious with environmental feelings and actions. I present four ethnographic examples from Wenzhou, China, and discuss the potentialities and actualities of religious contributions to a Green Movement in China.
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